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We Are All One: Helping Others is Helping Ourselves
by Tara Maniar

On Oct. 24, we celebrated the 4th
annual Global Oneness Day, which was
created to recognize and celebrate the
fundamental interconnection of all people and all of life. Why is this important?
Oneness is the key to peace. Science
is beginning to uncover what was
revealed to the rishis and sages of ancient
times – that ‘we are all One’ – Vasudaiva
Kutumbakam.
This concept allows each of us to realize that even though we may appear to
be separate from each other in a physical sense, in ultimate reality everything
in existence is made up of source energy
that is in relationship to and interacts
with all of life. We are all interconnected
with and interdependent on all of existence.
In Africa, the concept of uBuntu (‘I Am
because We Are’) is being rediscovered.
uBuntu points to the sacred inextricable
interrelatedness, interconnectedness
and interdependence of all of life. Ubu
means ‘Be-coming’, and the African
root-word ntu means ‘Highest Being/
Potential.’ uBuntu is becoming the highest being. This is the goal of the human
birth.
We know that man has three parts –
animal, human and divine. The concepts
of Vasudaiva Kutumbakam from India
and uBuntu from Africa guide us to aspire
to strive individually and collectively to
our potential and highest being. We are
all One and I Am because We Are! This
Oneness and togetherness is the interrelatedness, interconnectedness and interdependence of Mother Earth and all her
inhabitants. This is easily demonstrated

with the exchange of oxygen and carbon
dioxide between mammals and trees. We
inhale oxygen which was released by the
trees and exhale carbon dioxide which
is taken in by the trees. I am the tree, the
tree is me and we are One.
With our thoughts and emotional
vibrations, we add to the field of the collective consciousness and realize at this
higher level of consciousness and vibration that I am you, you are me and we
are all One. This concept of collective
consciousness and Oneness is the key to
peace which leads to safety and abundance.
Each one of us is in a position to contribute to the greater good of peace,
safety and abundance and a world that is
life sustaining. It is our responsibility and
our right for everyone to be more mindful of their thoughts, words and actions
towards themselves and each other, for
these impact our vibrations and contribution to the global consciousness. Most
people want peace, safety, abundance
(or enough so they are free from worry)
for themselves and their families. ‘We are
all One’ and ‘I Am because We Are’ inspire
us to expand this peace, safety and abundance to all of the inhabitants of Mother
Earth.
‘Act local but think global’ is a slogan for
many organizations. Our actions in local
time and space have a global effect. To
live this concept of ‘We are all One’ and ‘I
Am because We Are,’ we need to ask, “Are
my thoughts, words and actions having a
positive or negative impact in this present moment? Do I relate to others, even
those who are behaving in ways which I

do not appreciate or expect, with frustration, anger, dishonesty, etc. or with love,
compassion, respect, integrity, etc.? Am
I contributing positively or negatively to
this collective consciousness?”
With each thought, word and action
we should be mindful of our contribution
to this collective consciousness, for we
are creating the world with our thoughts
words and actions.
As we envision the concept of being
one with all things seen and unseen, we
revel in the idea that everything we do in
life has an effect on all of life as a whole.
Whatever I do to you, I do to myself. This
means that whatever we do for and to
others, we are actually doing for and to
ourselves; and whatever we do to and
for ourselves affects all of existence. With
this truth, each of us might want to treat
others and self with love, respect, integrity, honesty, compassion, etc. This Vision
of Oneness is the catalyst for each of us
to individually take responsibility for our
own thoughts, words and actions and
thereby everything that we create into
our lives. Each one of us holds the key to
abundance, peace, safety and the highest good for ourselves, others and all

of existence, for we are all One and I am
because we are.

Tara is a certified holistic life coach and
interpersonal wellness facilitator who
guides individuals to self-awareness,
transformation and growth, so they can
discover and live their purpose, passion
and potential. She can be reached at tara@
shantilotus.com or tara@interpersonalwellness.com; or by phone or text at 204218-9722.

It is our responsibility and our right for everyone to be
more mindful of their thoughts, words and actions towards
themselves and each other, for these impact our vibrations
and contribution to the global consciousness.

The Mercedes-Benz Year End Event
Take advantage of a Credit Allowance of up to $2,0002 + exceptional lease & finance offers.
Only for a limited time.

THE 2014 C 300 4MATIC™ AVANTGARDE EDITION.
MSRP1: $42,250

THE 2014 B 250. MSRP1: $30,500
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AMG Styling Package
Heated Front Seats
Sliding Glass Pop-up Sunroof
Sport Suspension
Sport Brake System

Mercedes Benz Winnipeg, 2554 Portage Avenue, 204.667.2467, www.mbwinnipeg.ca
©2013Mercedes-BenzCanadaInc.2014B250withSportPackage/2014C3504MATIC™AvantgardeEditionSedanshownabove,NationalMSRP$32,500/$52,800. 1Feesupto$3,015dependentonregionincludefreight/PDI,admin,tireanda/cdutiesasapplicable.
2
Additional Year End Credit Allowance of $1,000/$2,000 applicable to lease, finance and cash purchases on the 2014 B-Class/2014 C-Class Sedan models (excluding AMG). *Lease offers based on the 2014 B 250/2014 C 300 4MATIC™ Avantgarde
Edition available only through Mercedes-Benz Financial Services on approved credit for a limited time. Lease example based on $298/$358 per month for 48/39 months. Down payment of $2,850/$5,490 plus security deposit of $300/$400 and
applicable taxes due at lease inception. MSRP starting at $30,500/$42,250. Lease APR of 2.9%/$2.9% applies. Total obligation is $17,456/$19,852. 18,000 km/year allowance ($0.20/km for excess kilometres applies). Finance example is based on
a 60-month term with a finance APR of 0.9%/0.9% and an MSRP of $30,500/$42,250. Monthly payment is $469/$623 (excluding taxes) with $2,990/$4,225 down payment. Cost of borrowing is $634/$842 for a total obligation of $31,134/$41,592.
Vehicle license, insurance, and registration are extra. PPSA is extra up to a maximum of $90.24 on lease and finance offers. Dealer may lease or finance for less. Offers may change without notice and cannot be combined with any other offers. See your
authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer for details or call the Mercedes-Benz Customer Relations Centre at 1-800-387-0100. Offers end November 30th, 2013.

